
Characters D6 / Alph

Name: Alph

Species: Human

Gender: Male

Skin color: Dark

DEXTERITY 3D

        Blaster: 5D

        Brawling Parry: 4D

        Dodge 5D

        Running 3D+2

        Vehicle Blasters 4D+2

KNOWLEDGE 2D

        Streetwise 3D+2

        Survival 3D+1

        Tactics: Starfighter 4D+2

        Willpower 4D

MECHANICAL 3D+1

        Astrogation 4D+2

        Repulsorlift Operation: 5D

        Starfighter Piloting 5D+2

        Starship Gunnery 5D+1

        Starship Shields 5D

PERCEPTION 2D+2

        Command 3D+1

STRENGTH 3D+1

        Brawling: 5D

TECHNICAL 2D+2

        First Aid 3D

        Starfighter Repair 3D+2

Move: 10

Character Points: 5

Force Sensitive: N

Force Points: 1

Description: Alph was a Human male pilot in the Rebel

Alliance's Rogue Squadron in the year 3 ABY. When the

Alliance learned that a massive Imperial armada was

transporting a communications-amplifying Teezl creature to

the Empire's capital planet of Coruscant, Alph was one of four



Rogues selected to fly captured Imperial TIE fighters into the heart of the armada and take the creature

out. After obtaining the recognition codes needed to enter the fleet, the four set off in their TIEs as Flying

Bantha Squadron and successfully joined the armada. Their attack on the armada's Star Destroyers

prompted a counterattack that killed Alph, but his mission commander, Luke Skywalker, was able to

destroy the Teezl.

Alph was a Human male member of the Rebel Alliance in the year 3 ABY, during the Alliance's war

against the Galactic Empire. He served the Rebels as a starfighter pilot in Rogue Squadron. Alph was

stationed at the Alliance's Haven Base on the planet Arbra in the first half of 3 ABY, around the time the

Rebels learned that the Empire was building a secret armada. The armadaâ€”one of the largest in

Imperial historyâ€”was transporting a Teezl, a unique creature that could naturally amplify hyperspace

communications, to the Empire's capital world of Coruscant.

A strike at the armada was planned, and the Alliance initiated Operation Earplug by acquiring four

Imperial TIE fighters from the weapons trader Orion Ferret. The TIEs were then used to seize an Imperial

base on the planet Spindrift and obtain the armada's route coordinates. The Alliance was finally ready to

infiltrate the enemy fleet, and Alph was chosen to be one of the mission's pilots. Alph and a group of

other Rebels made their way to an uninhabited planetoid near the armada's route and sent out a distress

signal, which was picked up by a far reconnaissance patrol of four Imperial TIE fighters. After Rebel X-

wing fighters destroyed them, their sole survivor was forced to reveal the recognition codes for entrance

into the armada.

Alph and three other Rogues-Shira Brie, Hanc Thorben, and mission commander Luke Skywalker-then

boarded their TIE fighters and became Flying Bantha Squadron. The TIEs had been modified to fire only

six laser bursts at standard strength, after which they would release their energy stores in a shot powerful

enough to cut through even the strongest shields. Signal transceivers had also been added to the craft so

that the Rebel pilots could recognize each other among the enemy fleet. After arriving at the armada and

gaining entrance with their stolen codes, the four Flying Banthas each chose an Imperial Star Destroyer

and attacked. The Imperials mounted a hasty counterattack and began to fire wildly, initially only hitting

each other but eventually destroying Alph's TIE with lasers. Alph was killed in the explosion, but

Skywalker was able to take out the Teezl and win the day.

Personality and traits

Alph was a member of Rogue Squadron, a group that was composed of the Rebel Alliance's top pilots.

However, he was killed during the battle of the secret armada while flying a TIE Fighter. Alph had dark

skin. 
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